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The Progression of the Systems

System Lived quality Terms

Monad (1) Wholeness Totality

Dyad (2) Polarity, complementarity Poles, Forces, Natures

Triad (3) Relation, process Impulses

Tetrad (4) Activity Sources

Pentad (5) Potential, entity Limits

Hexad (6) Coalescence, event Laws

The interpretation of a phenomenon as a series of systems of an increasing number 
of terms

● Each system gives a global vision of the phenomenon based on the qualitative 
significance of the number of terms

● The terms identify certain factors at work in the phenomenon



The impulses of the triad

Reconciling 
impulse

Receiving 
impulse

Affirming 
impulse



The impulses of place

Spirit of 
place

Geographical 
ensemble

People in 
place

Seamon (2012, 2014)



The laws of the hexad

3-1-2 order 

2-1-3 concentration 1-2-3 creation

2-3-1 identity

3-2-1 freedom

1-3-2 interaction

Impulses :
1 = affirming
2 = receiving
3 = reconciling



The processes of place

place  order “realization” 

place  concentration 
“intensification”

place  creation

place identity

place freedom “release”

place interaction

Impulses :
1 = affirming
2 = receiving
3 = reconciling

Identity, interaction and order - the being of place
Creation, concentration and freedom - the becoming of place



Les Jardins de la Fontaine
Lower gardens

Upper gardens



Place interaction

A day in the life of the place.  The typical 
interactions that go on, the regular routines.

Thanks to a strong spirit of place (3), there are 
numerous and strong interactions of the people 
(1) with the geographical ensemble (2), a rich, 
steady buzz of goings-on in the place.

Walking, sitting, chatting, running, looking, watching, enjoying, cycling, roller skating, 
pony riding



Place identity

Feeling attracted to a place, feeling that is a 
part of you, that it expresses who you are.  

Thanks to a strong spirit of place (3), the 
geographical ensemble (2) comes to be a part 
of what the people (1) are, and the more 
fondness and concern they have for the place.

Christian Liger in Nîmes sans visa, for the residents of the city Les Jardins de la 
Fontaine are ‘their garden.’  They walk through the gardens on their way to work, take 
their lunch there, go for a jog, walk the dogs.  They came there as children, young 
lovers, parents and grandparents.  They are grateful for the gardens, the ‘lungs of the 
city,’ this place of joy and continuity over time.



Place creation

The ways people actively improve a place, to 
strengthen its charm, its attractiveness or to 
make it more practical
People (1) draw on their commitment to and 
knowledge of the place to envision and make 
changes in the geographical ensemble (2) so 
as to create a spirit of place (3).

Inspired by the source Nemausus bubbling from the calcareous rock, by the Roman 
quays that guide its outflow into the town, the lower gardens were designed in a 
classical style, with clear, right angle lines, balustrades and statuary.
The upper gardens followed a landscaped English style, inspired by the bushes and 
trees clothing the hill rising to the watchtower, the Tour Magne, expressing the 
designer’s love of nature.



Place concentration

How features of the geographical ensemble 
lead people to live and enjoy the place better

The geographical ensemble (2) constrains and 
structures the behaviour of the people-in-place 
(1) in such a way as to create a spirit of place 
(3).

The classical lines of the lower gardens emphasise grandeur.  This is a place for 
public display, to see and be seen.  In the intimacy of the lower gardens, people tend 
to sit and read quietly or to chat in small groups.  Upper and lower gardens have their 
own unique atmosphere, which complement each other.



Place order

The aspects of a place that resist change over 
time, that express the sustained presence of 
the place.
A powerful spirit of place (3) invigorates people-
in-place (1) in their relation to the geographical 
ensemble (2) so as to hold and extend the 
place’s order over its disorder.

The gardens have a hold over the people who come there.  They treat the gardens 
well, respecting the plants, not dropping litter, leaving leave space for users of all 
kinds. 



Place freedom

The happy accidents that happen in the place, 
the unexpected pleasures, the surprises that 
make you feel good.
A powerful spirit of place (3), working through 
an expressive geographical ensemble (2), 
brings people in the place (1) a sense of self-
worth and belonging.

The gardens are a fascinating place, with a rich variety of plants, birds, snails and 
lichens.  There is a pond with fish and frogs.  People of all ages and backgrounds 
mix.  There are many possibilities for unexpected happenings and surprises, which 
make life good.

Place release - People are “released” more deeply into themselves through being part 
of place.



I can experience a hexad by looking at a shrub. I can see expansion in 
the growth of the shrub and concentration in the dying back of 
branches that grew in the wrong places. I see the effects of the 

interaction of sun, rain and wind on the shrub. I see its identity in the 
markings that show what family of plant it is. I see order in the 

symmetry, shape and structure of the plant, and I see freedom in the 
way in which this plant is different from any other plant on earth.

James Patton

Where are the impulses?  How do the triads work in terms of the three impulses?



Inscape and instress

● Inscape “‘individually-distinctive’ form ... the 
rich and revealing ‘oneness’ of the natural 
object”

● Instress “that energy of being by which all 
things are upheld, that natural (but ultimately 
supernatural) stress that determines an 
inscape and keeps it in being”



“Instress is akin to what Shelley (following Plato) called the 
‘One Spirit’s plastic stress’, which sweeps through the ‘dull 
dense world’ of matter and imposes on it the predestined 
forms of and reflections of the Prime Good.”
The dull dense world of matter (2) meets with the One 
Spirit’s plastic stress (3) to create the predestined forms 
and reflections (1) of the Prime Good.
= Identity 2-3-1 
(1 - inscape, 2 - matter, 3 - instress)

Hopkins’ triad

Hopkins, Introduction, p. xxi, quoting Shelley’s poem ‘Adonais’



Hopkins’ triad
“Fineness, proportion of feature comes from a moulding 
force which succeeds in asserting itself over the resistance 
of cumbersome or restraining matter.” 

The resistance of cumbersome, restraining matter (2) 
meets with a moulding force (3) which produces fineness 
and proportion of feature (1).
= Identity 2-3-1
(1 - inscape, 2 - matter, 3 - instress)

(Hopkins, Introduction, p. xxi, n1 - Further Letters, p. 306).



Identity

Two aspects in Bennett and Hopkins :
● Identity in being - The reconciling impulse as 

that which enables each thing to be what it is 
in the scheme of things

● Identity in perception - The reconciling 
impulse as the guarantee of the participation 
of perception in being

For Hopkins the reconciling impulse is the ‘One Spirit’s plastic stress’, instress
For Bennett, the Divine Will: “the power that preserves and reconciles everything that 
is, and enables it to occupy its place in the Universal Scheme” (Bennett, DU Vol 2, p. 
114)
“But instress is not only the unifying force in the object; it connotes also that impulse 
from the ‘inscape’ which acts on the senses and, through them, actualizes the 
inscape in the mind of the beholder.” (Hopkins, Introduction, p. xxi)
“What we perceive is really there because of its own identity, and we are really linked 
with it because there is a common identity in the percipient experience.” (Bennett, 
Dramatic Universe, DU Vol 2, p. 115)



Freedom
“No doubt my poetry errs on the side of oddness ... design, 
pattern or ... inscape is above all my aim in poetry.  Now it 
is the virtue of design, pattern or inscape to be distinctive 
and it is the vice of distinctiveness to become queer.  This 
vice I cannot have escaped.” (Hopkins, Introduction, p. xxii)
Instress [3] works on matter [2] in such a way that inscape 
[1] manifests as distinctiveness and particularity, rather 
than as imposed uniformity.
Freedom 3-2-1

Hopkins apologising to his friend Bridges for the quirkiness of his poetry (Hopkins, 
Introduction, p. xxii)



The impulses of life

Reconciling : instress

Receiving : matter Affirming : inscape



Thanks to the energy of instress (3), there are numerous 
and strong exchanges of matter (2) with the living being's 
inscape (1) and between the inscapes of different living 
beings.
The process of the plant: all branches, twigs and leaves are 
related to one another.  
The flow of mutual influences between plant, sun, rain, 
wind, soil and other organisms, that give the plant its place 
in its ecosystem and in the biosphere as a whole.

Living interaction

The typical physiological and ecological view of the organism in mainstream science.



Living identity

Thanks to the energy of instress (3), matter (2) 
comes to express the kind of organism the 
living being is, its inscape (1).

Kinds of living beings
The expressiveness of living beings

Characteristic impression and characteristic expression that reveals a particular kind 
of living being



Living creation
Inscape, as active principle (1), fertilizes a 
responsive material ground (2) to create 
instress (3), itself capable of transmitting its 
potentialities to further generations.

Processes of generation and growth

“... all processes of generation where an active principle fertilizes a responsive matrix 
to produce a result capable of transmitting its potentialities to further generations.” 
(Bennett, DU vol 2, p. 108)
“... the growth of a tree, directed by its epigenetic pattern... The process depends at 
each stage upon a correspondence between the demands of the growing tree and the 
response of the environment.”  (Bennett, Dramatic Universe, II, p. 109)



Living concentration
Matter (2) constrains and structures the 
expression of inscape (1) in such a way as to 
concentrate the energy of instress (3).

Pruning, dying back; the creation of the germ.
Process of selection

“The germ-cell is formed by a process of elimination and concentration that takes its 
toll of the energies of the whole organism and eliminates great quantities of tissue that 
serve the germ without participating in its potentialities for growth.” (Bennett, Dramatic 
Universe, II, p. 111)
“The appearance on the earth of new genera” (Bennett, Dramatic Universe, II, p. 112) 
- more selection for adaptability than adaptedness, which is simply interaction



Living order
A powerful energy of instress (3) invigorates 
inscape (1) in its relation to matter (2) so as to 
hold and extend the organism’s order over 
disorder.

Symmetry, stability, homeostasis, balance: 
resisting entropy.

Instress holds Inscape in such a way to allow Matter to remain as such, the receptive 
ground of all forms.  If one form takes over, the receptivity of matter is degraded so 
that other forms suffer.
Patton: “I see order in the symmetry, shape and structure of the plant” - that the plant 
exists far from thermodynamic equilibrium, that it has a symmetry, shape and 
structure of high entropy that persists over time, that is able to ‘resist’ entropy.



Living freedom

A powerful energy of instress (3), working 
through a rich material ground (2), brings 
inscape (1) a freedom of expression and 
distinctiveness.

Particularity, quirkiness, distinctiveness are 
possible in the wake of identity.



The missing triads

Triad Scientific interpretation

Interaction 1-3-2 Physiological and ecological interaction

Identity 2-3-1 ?

Creation 1-2-3 Generation of new forms

Concentration 2-1-3 Selection of new forms

Order 3-1-2 Physiological and ecological balance

Freedom 3-2-1 ?

Hopkins identifed two triads - identity and freedom - that are missing from mainstream 
science
Both are manifestations of inscape, characterized or initiated by instress
Interaction is also characterised by instress, but yields matter, so the process can be 
easily thought of as mechanical
Order is initiated by instress, but again the result is matter, so the process can be 
taken to be ‘just the way things are’
Hopkins’ triads emphasize the manifestation of distinctive form, which he called 
inscape



Conclusion
● Bennett’s six triads support Hopkins’ insight 

into living beings, pointing out what 
mainstream science has been unable to 
grasp.

● Hopkins’ concepts of instress and inscape in 
turn lend support to the method of 
systematics.
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